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John S

on
03/10/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Product was excellent and the price was very right. 











David B

on
02/14/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice meaty pistol, good ergonomics, decent trigger, easy take down, good sights. Even with the 10 round mag, it is still a 4" double-stack .45 ACP, so how compact can it be? Its big and loud and accurate. Sure it has recoil, but I like that - it isn't anything surprising or unmanageable, just a good solid, very well-priced, reliable (so far, but only 150 rds) Springfield. iI'm very happy with the purchase. Not too thick for a double stack .45, I was impressed. I needed more rounds than the extended mag on the XDS was going to give me and, besides, I lost my XDS for months due to that recall issue. I went out and got (all from Buds) a Shield 9mm and a CZ P-01. I love the boom of this one, though. I would definitely recommend this gun. 











Robert C

on
09/14/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










JUST PUT MY FIRST 100 ROUNDS THROUGH IT THIS MORNING AND IT'S PERFECT! VERY HAPPY WITH THE SPRINGFIELD ARMORY XD 45,IT'S AWESOME! 











Mark V

on
03/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Its a Springfield, what can you say. Couple hundred rounds through it so far without a single problem. Highly recommended for an all around weapon. 











Doug T

on
02/17/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great service and price from Buds. Ordered on Wednesday...shipped on Friday and had it in my hands on Monday and that included the 72 hour wait. Now for the XD....Springfield quality in a 10+1 or 13+1 45ACP...what more could you ask for. Excellent home defense and carry weapon with just the change of the magazine. Buy one while you can get it....you wont be sorry. 











David N

on
03/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great gun for personal protection. With the 10 round mag you can easily carry it concealed, and carry the extended mag as a backup. I've fired 200 rounds through this baby without one single malfunction. I highly recommend this gun. Its reliable, ergonomic, and accurate. 











Mark P

on
01/10/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this gun for a CCW. Comfortable with a inside the pant holster. Shot real nice right out of the box. Nice target aqusition. Purchased online with ease and Bud's had it to my FFLfaster than I expected. I would recomend this weapon to anyone. 











Robert K

on
01/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First Class service as usual !!! Ordered sunday and picked up tuesday. Best price anywhere and cant say enough about the VIP service. Outstanding product from S&W, money welll spent. Will always buy from BUDS. R King 











David W

on
01/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I picked up this gun on Saturday I I was pleased. I have not been able to take to range yet but I am very happy with my purchase and Buds service and pricing was great. 











Jeremy H

on
08/16/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A fine firearm. nearly 700 rounds and no jam, or FTFFTE looks good, feels solid, shoots straight, low recoil, high capacity. Been trying to think of something bad to say....nope. great gun, Shipped fast too, no worries. Thanks Buds! 











Hahzeel C

on
04/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered this xd along with other items, the shipping was fast, and good service. This handgun has good safety features and good grip, very accurate too. Bud's gunshop, will be purchasing more products in the future, 











Ross L

on
04/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As for the weapon it self; quality and wonderful attention to detail, fired 100 rounds of cheap Tula without incident. Breakdown is easy and there are tons of after market accessories which makes this a sure winner. Now on to Buds:I purchased a spare mag and received tracking info for it, it was delivered in good time and I was happy with that. I never received tracking info for the gun and after 7 days of waiting to send an email to ask about my order, I promptly received an email stating that they forgot to add the tracking info and the gun had been sitting for 7 days at my FFL. I feel both parties dropped the ball (Buds and my FFL) but I feel since Buds is the one making the profit they should have not made the mistake. All in all will still shop at Buds unless this happens again 











Joshua H

on
03/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Put roughly 300 shots the frist time I took this out last weekend. Gun shoots great. Buds, had it to my shop in 2 days. The only I would recommend is sights and a trigger job. 











Kurt A

on
03/03/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun. So far I shot about 100 flawlessly. Easy to break down, not real heavy and accurate right out the box. Seems like a real solid gun and this is now my carry weapon. Shot cci blazer brass and steel. Also shot some speer gold dot hollows through this. No problems whatsoever. Will definitely buy another springfield. Also easy to break down. Mag release button was very stiff at first but after a little break in it works just fine. 











Justin H

on
02/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice pistol. Not much kick even though I shoot stout cast-bullet reloads through it. Very dependable; the only malfunctions I had were due to my reloads, not the pistol. I think it's more accurate than I am, but I can hit a pie plate-sized target out to 25 yards with it every single shot. Very easy to break down and clean. Sights are okay; I am replacing them with Tru-glo tritium sights that I bought from Bud's. Maybe a little large for concealed carry for some folks, but not for me. All in all, a very good value for a powerful pistol that one would carry to defend self, friends and family. The only thing I can think of as a negative is that the slide is a little difficult for my wife to engage, but I think that may loosen up with time and use, and that's not a real negative. It just is what it is. I also would say that it is not as easy to hit the 50-yard pie plate with this 4" Compact as it is with my XD 5" compact. I'd highly recommend this pistol if the size of it works for you and if you just need a completely reliable pistol for a fight out to 20 yards. 











Antonio O

on
01/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great smooth and easy transaction with buds, the 45 is awesome, i wanted a big caliber to carry with a manageable size and weight and yet not so much recoil as to where target acuisition would be a problem after one shot. the xd 45 didnt dissapoint. eats all the ammo i gave it and havent had a single issue. takedown is simple and the holster and reloader are fun to play with at the range. i use the ten round for carry and the thirteen rounder to dump down range. shoots smoother the a glock 30 0r 36. if u want a good compact 45. , this wont let u down. the only con i would have to mention is the recoil spring is hella tough to cock back till u put some rounds through her, but the gun is just built to last. 











William D

on
12/12/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My very first order from Buds gun shop and I am amazed at how fast my items shipped. I love the selection and the ease of ordering. And the price!!! Forget about it. No one beats Buds. I just order my third gun. A 45, 9mm conceal and a Mosin Nagant 7-62 to hunt pigs with. I spent less than 500 for all. I know some people like to spend thousands on there pistols. Bu tI say get to people together. I shoot one with my cheap 45 and you shoot one with your expensive 45. I think they both will die a miserable death. :o).. 











Ronald W

on
11/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received and tested my Springfield 45 ACP 4" Compact / Black. I am all smiles. This 45 ACP shoots like a dream. I am thrilled to have purchased this model and thanks to Bud's for such great customer service. No problems what so ever. 











Brian A

on
11/16/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent gun. I have only put about 50-60 rounds through it so far, but I am very impressed with its "out of the box" accuracy. I was also concerned about the recoil, but found that it is very managable, actually much less recoil than my 1911. As far as the "Bud's" experience,( first time purchasing a gun from them and first online firearm purchase), I am satisfied. The electronic check process took longer than I had hoped, but I was also told how long it could take when I decided to make the purchase under this option. 











Brandon S

on
08/10/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I put 100 rounds of Winchester FMJ through the new XD45 compact the day after I got it. No problems, and it ran just as well dirty as when clean. I like it because the ergonomics are better than that of my Glock. This feels like pointing your finger. I have no buyers remorse on this purchase. Great value for the dollar. 











Lee C

on
07/22/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










XD 45 compact: Love it, fits my hands perfect, kinda same grip angle as a 1911, very well balanced, i dont use any of the accesories but it was nice to get that stuff. If you are buying this gun also look at the thumb saftey one. i know some people like to have that, but not having the thumb safty makes it a better conceal and carry in my opinion. Ive put 300rds through it the first weekend i had it, no issues. i recomend it!. 











Justin C

on
06/23/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










XD 45 compact: I love this gun. Just as I was shopping for a Glock I decided to keep an open mind and checked out the springfield XD line. After reading several favorable reviews and finally wrapping my hands around an XD 45 I was sold. This gun fires like butter. The trigger pull is extremely smooth and the pistol as a whole is well balanced. but the most surprising thing was the low recoil. I expected this gun to want to jump out of my hands like most .45s but this xd felt more like a 9mm in my opinion. Accuracy was a bit off but that is not the guns fault, we'll chalk that one up to my piss poor marksmanship. Like a new golf club, me and my pistol need more time to get to know one another. the two mags are a big plus. I can use the 13 round mag for work making this xd a service pistol. even with the 10 round mag the grip fits into my girlish hands with comfort and the XD45 becomes a great CCW piece. The holster, mag load assist and mag pouch are a nice bonus but dont expect them to be blackhawk quality. they will work for light duty stuff. This gun wears great with the Blackhawk serpa retention holster. My order arrived at my FFL in 3 business days. I ended up paying $100 less for my XD45 than the asking price of most gun shops in my area. Will surely buy from Buds again. 











Fred J

on
05/17/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Springfield 45ACP 4" Compact is the best of all worlds: 10-round mag does not print for concealed carry; 13 round mag can hold and deliver a good deal of lead! The gun shoots well right out of the box. The two-stage recoil spring enables the gun to be very manageable. It eats all kind of ammo. The sights are fine, and field-stripping is a breeze. Fits like a glove in my hand -- very 1911-like. It's the only polymer gun that I own, and perhaps the only one I'll ever own since I lean toward classic handguns. BUT, the XD 45 is my main CCW. Buds has the best prices on the Net. Very happy with Buds. (I have another purchase in transit at this time.) 











Richard F

on
04/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first gun purchase from Buds.I ordered my XD on Fri and picked it up on Wed.The gun was definetly brand new and exactly what I ordered.The price was about $100 cheaper than what I would have paid locally including tax.Took it to the range and fired 150 rounds of WWB without a problem,accurate at 10 and 25 yards.This is going to replace my SR9 as my CCW. The only problem with this deal was the FRAUD email I got from buds over the weekend.This probably wasn't Buds fault,but I have bought alot of stuff online before and never had to check my CC two times a day to see if any fraudulent charges are on there.So far no problems (knock on wood).All in all a great gun,price and fast shipping from Buds.I will buy more guns from Buds but I think I will probably pay by money order. 











Juergen G

on
03/20/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The first trip to the range with 200 rounds of quality reloads went off without a hitch. As I had come to expect from this brand and model it worked perfectly right out of the box. No malfunctions of any sort. It also carries very comfortably in the Blackhawk Serpa Concealment Holster which I picked up recently. One nice thing about that holster is that it fits both my 45 compact and my XD9 sub compact. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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